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Let G be a Hausdorff topological group with a nontrivial mobile

real valued Radon measure. Then G is locally compact. In particu-

lar if there is a nontrivial translation invariant Radon measure on G,

then G is locally compact.

Let G be a Hausdorff topological group. We shall be dealing with

positive and real valued Radon measures [3] on G. Following [l], a

real valued Radon measure xt. on G is said to be mobile if, for every

compact set KEG, the function cr—>/i(crA) is continuous on G. In the

case of a locally compact Hausdorff group any bounded mobile Radon

measure is the indefinite integral (with respect to Haar measure) of a

function in L1(G) [l].

We shall prove in this note that if there exists a (nontrivial) mobile

real (not necessarily bounded) Radon measure on G, then the group

is locally compact (Theorem 2). An immediate consequence is the

following converse to the existence of Haar measure. If in a Hausdorff

topological group there is a nontrivial (^0) left translation invariant

Radon measure then the group is locally compact.

Let us first recall

Definition 1. A Radon measure p. on a Hausdorff topological space

A is a positive measure defined on the Borel subsets of X satisfying

(1) u is locally finite and (2) p. is inner regular i.e. for every Borel set

B, u(B) = sup {u(K): compact K CP}. A real valued Radon measure v

is a signed Borel measure such that v+ and v~~ are both Radon (equiva-

lently v is the difference of two positive Radon measures, one of which

(at least) is totally finite).

We shall need the following fact about Radon measures. For every

compact set K and any e>0, there exists an open set VZ)K such that

u(V)<u(K)+e.

Lemma 1. Let u be a (nonnegative) mobile Radon measure on G. Then,

for each compact subset K of G, u(KAaK) tends to zero as a tends to the

identity element e.

Proof. Given e>0, let U be an open set containing K such that

p.(U)<u(K)+e/3. Since p is mobile, we can choose a neighbourhood

V of e such that \p(K) —p(aK) | <e/3 for every cr£ V and further we

can assume that VKEU. Then, p(U — aK)g2e/3 and we get
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u(<tA A A) S niU - K) + niU - <xK) < e

for every oEV. The proof is complete.

Theorem 1. If p is a mobile real Radon measure on G, then both p+

and p~ are mobile.

Proof. It can be easily proved that p+ would be mobile if for every

compact set KEG, the function a—>p+iaK) is continuous at e. We

may also assume that p+iG) < + °o. Let G = P^JN, with P a positive

set for p and N a negative set for p. (P and N can be chosen to be Borel

sets.) Let e>0. We choose a compact set EEP such that piP)—e

<piE). Since p~~iE) =0, we can choose U open Z)E satisfying p~(U)

<e. Then, we also have p+(U — E)<e. Now, we select a neighbour-

hood V of e such that

(i) VEEU,
(ii) \p(aE) —p(E)\ <e for each crE V, and

(iii) | p(KC\E) -p [a(KC\E) ] | <e for each crE V.

Then

| n(E) - n(aE r\E) - u[cr£ C\ (U - E)}\   < t,

and so,

| niE) - nio-E C\E)\   S i | n | ) [aE C\ iU - E)] + e

(1) S\i*\iU-E) + e

<3t.

Also,

n[<i(K f\ E)] = ix(aK C\ o-E)

= n(aK r\aEC\E) + u[aK Pi aE Pi (U - £)].

Hence,

\n(Kr\E)-n(aKr\aEC\E) \S\n\ [aKr\aEC\(U-E)] + e
(2)

<3e.

Further, since p is a positive measure on E,

0 S u(aK n £) - m7A P crP Pi £) = /x[(P P crA) - aE]
(3)

S u(E - aE) = M(P) - m(P P <^P) < 3e        from (1).

Combining (2) and (3) we get,

| p'K C\E) - fxiaK P E) |   < 6e.
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Now, for any er£ V,

\u+(aK)-u+(K)\

= | »(o-Kr\E)-u(Kr\E)+u[<rKn(P-E)]-u[Kr\(P-E)] I

g I u(o-K(~\E)-u(KC\E) I + I u[o-Kr\(P-E)] I + I u[K(~\(P-E)] \

<8e.

Since this is valid for every e>0, we conclude that p+ is mobile. Also

u~ = p+—p is mobile and this completes the proof.

Lemma 2. Let p be a nontrivial Radon measure on G. If there exist K

compact EG, a positive number S and a neighbourhood V of e satisfying

(i) 0<o<p(K), and (ii) Vcr£F, u(aKAK) <5, then G is locally com-

pact.

Proof. We observe that

AA-O {a-.a-Kn K j* 0} D {a:u(aK A K)  < 8}.

Hence, the compact set KK-1 contains the neighbourhood V of e (by

hypothesis). It follows that G is locally compact completing the proof.

Theorem 2. Let Gbe a Hausdorff topological group and p. a nontrivial

real valued Radon measure on G which is mobile. Then G is locally com-

pact.

Proof. Since p+ and u~ are both mobile Radon measures (Theorem

1), we may assume that xx+ is nontrivial. Let A be a compact set with

u+(K)>0 and 0<8<u+(K). Then a neighbourhood V of e could be

chosen (Lemma 1) so that u+, K, 8 and V satisfy the conditions of

Lemma 2. The required result follows.

The following corollary is an immediate consequence.

Corollary 1. Let G be a Hausdorff topological group with a non-

trivial left translation invariant Radon measure. Then G is locally com-

pact.

Corollary 2. Let G be a topological group of which the underlying

space is Souslin. If there exists a nontrivial locally finite mobile (i.e.

a—>p(aK) continuous) Borel measure on G, then G is locally compact.

This is a consequence of the fact [3, Chapter II] that every locally

finite Borel measure on a Souslin space is Radon. This result includes

as a particular case a result due to J. C. Oxtoby [2, Theorem l] on

polish groups.
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